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New Books of Travel and Adventure

TIDE MARKB Br H. M. Tomiox
The whole gorgeous pageant of the East unrolls before us in these

pages. Java, Celebes, the Malayan jungles, the all-but-inaccessible
islands of the Moluccas were explored by Mr. Tomlinson in his recent
adventurous journey to the Malay Archipelago. As in "London River"
and "The Sea and the Jungle," he has brought to the subject a gift
of masterly and exquisite prose.

THE RIVER OF SEVEN STARS Br Awma= O. FamL
An account of the author's personal experiences during a trip in the

South American wilderness, a journey of six thousand miles through a
hitherto undescribed country from which only two out of every five
men who have attempted it have ever returned. His search for the
"lost white race" at the headwaters of the Orinoco River, his adven-
tures among the different tribes of head-shrinking Indians, his tales
of the legend and history of the country form a narrative with the
thrill of fiction and the interest of fact.

TALES OF SOUTHERN RIVERS Br ZAn Gaur
The spell of sub-tropic landscape and the thrill of hunting-grounds,

as well as the jungle itself, are in this book. Zane Grey's unequalled
descriptive powers have never reached greater vividness than in these
new tales of hunting, fishing, and exploring in the southern states, and
as far south as remote corners of Mexico.

THE COASTS OF ILLUSION By CTant B. FraxwroN
These are the wonder tales of travel the wanderers told when the

world was young. They give a view of the earth and its inhabitants
as they appeared to the ancients, to the medievals, and to our own
forefathers; the sort of story the lad Raleigh heard from sailors on the
wharves, and which Herodotus, Hakluyt, Mandeville, and Marco Polo
recorded with the faith and sense of wonder that they shared with their
generations.

GYPSY FIRES IN AMERICA BT InvznG Baowx
A chronicle of the gypsies in this country by a student of gypsy

life and history, a wanderer and a blood brother of the Romany who
is welcome to their camps all over the world. The delightful style, the
fascinating folk-lore, the vivid picture of the Romany folk make "Gypsy
Fires in America" a book to be cherished by every true romantic.
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Distinguished Books

BARE SOUI BY GArMa. Bsmona
This volume goes beyond the geographical limits of Mr. Bradford's

successful "Damaged Souls," and includes a group of the world's most
mysteriously fascinating personalities. Under Mr. Bradford's magic
touch they spring to life as self-revealing human beings. His sub-
jects include John Keats, Thomas Gray, Flaubert, Voltaire, Edward
Fitzgerald, Charles Lamb and Horace Walpole.

LEVIATHAN BY WmLYas BourIo
"If you are a discriminating reader you will have marked William

Bolitho as a man whose stuff you will follow anywhere, for he stands
out from the hordes of excellent and gentle essayists as boldly as does a
woodcut when placed next a half-tone engraving."-Laurence Stalings

in the New York World.

THE LIFE OF THE BAT BY C~HA s DERENxNs

An exciting personal narrative is told in this book-the life story of

the bat, much of it threaded on the life experiences of a captive bat

called Noctu. He very soon develops a strong personality, and through

his story we learn the life history of bats generally,--their apparent

pastimes,-as in their aerial ballets-their mating, their search for

food and the whole fascinating range of their daily and nightly ac-

tivities.

AT A VENTURE BY CHAnLEs A. BmNNEI
Illustrated by Clarence Day, Jr.

"How delightful to run across a new writer of such subtle penetra-

tion combined with a light and lazy humor. Mr. Bennett has a fine

sense of satire, of character, of life, and is a master of the luminous

phrase. He discusses live subjects, and his papers cover all sorts of

topics from advertising to zebra-raising, written with ease, elegance
and grace. The pictures are priceless, all movement, irony and

grin."-W. R. Woodward in the Nation.
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